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About This Game

Forests of Augusta takes place in the forest where you will hunt wild animals and scavenge them for crafting materials. You will
gather resources like wood, stone, iron to eventually build your own camp. You will have to defend your camp from wild animal

attacks. With the gathered resources you can craft items like bows, arrows, potions and food.

Ranked Game Mode:
You will accumulate score points for your actions while the game time is not yet over. After the game time has completed you

will be presented with your final score and have the possibility to compete on the leaderboards. After the game time is over you
are still free to further explore the game.

Halloween Mode:
You will have to survive in the forests at night where skeletons invade the forest. You will acquire experience points and level
up while enemies also endlessly become more and more powerful. You are able to allocate stat points to further enhance your

playstyle! When you die you get to submit your level score to the leaderboards.
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Title: Forests of Augusta
Genre: Adventure, Early Access
Developer:
Rebel Camp Games
Publisher:
Rebel Camp Games
Release Date: 2 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-Bit SP1, Windows 8.1 64-Bit, Windows 10 64-Bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4570T 2.9 GHz / AMD FX-6100 3.3 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 Ti / AMD Radeon HD 6850

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 7 GB available space

English
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Some limitations with the free acount, but there is a lot of customizability with the car appearance wise (not model-wise). If you
want a realistic racing experience, this is not it. If you want a wacky arcade racer, then this is one of the best. It still has a lot of
servers running. There are a lot of cool puzzle racing maps people have made. You can have massive races. Also theres a more
traditional single player. Cheers to TrackMania.. Nice retro style but it feels like a completely lazy game. This is an enjoyable
little game with a novle concept

playing as the archer is fun, but i wish that the camera was zoomed above his head

and the animations arent all that good but im sure they should get better over time

not many people seen this game... yet, otherwise i couldnt find any servers with people playing

besides all of that, this game is fun, its in early access, needs work, but I see's potential in's it's

. This is how I wanted Rock Band vr to be. Gud Game! Play the tutorial.. A worthy sequal to Freedom Force and the Silver age
of comics.

THIS GAME IS FUN!

. It's basically Bejeweled Twist meets Pokemon, with a tacked-on story and Final Fantasy-inspired characters.

I enjoyed playing this and if you are in the mood for a fantasy-themeed puzzler that requires a little bit of thought, or you want a
generic story to go along with it, then you'll probably like this. A decent casual RPG puzzle game.. I bought it. I installed it. I
booted up. 3 hours later I exited...

I guess I like it...

Tower Defense. Upgrade in level and over course of game; having to change strategy of upgrades as you progress.... If you're
looking for an intense squad based game with a focus on squad coordination, realism, and historical accuracy then this is a game
that should be in your library. You're never too far from any action - and the moments you are in them are intense and can be
fleeting if you are not in cover or observant.

The battlefields have been recreated beautifully and are fun to run around assaulting objectives with your team. Uniforms,
weapons, static objects and everything in between look wonderful and period correct. The game does currently have bugs and
glitches which is to be expected in the early access period of development - nothing so far has taken away from the core
gameplay.

You will see many reviews who say this game doesn't have any player-base, servers empty etc. I have been on servers ranging
from 3v3 to full servers of 12v12. The devs host game-nights and more often than not you can find a server with 6-10 players
on. Yes there will be times where it is empty - again to be expected in early access.

Overall the game has a lot of potential for its future and for 15$ I would say it is worth backing - plus with it being built on
Cryengine, it sure is beautiful to look at.. Well of course it's not as complicated as a real Linux terminal process but this game
features some real basics and mind games for people who are interested in computer process and etc.
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REALLY ADDICTIVE!!!!!!. Get the trilogy!!! Again more of the same Alien Breed action.. Decent Space Explorer. The first
part of the great series. Great storyline, fun missions. Thanks to Knuckle Cracker for a great idea for a game! I remember
playing Creeper World many years ago on Kongregate. I am glad the CA series is quite a success now =D. Loved this game
when it was Granado Espada Sword of the New World. Hands down the BEST soundtrack of any game to date.

If the game would actually install instead of erroring out, I'd write a review of it's current state.

I can't install the game. What.. This game is a masterpiece! the atmosphere is amazing. I truly loved it. https://youtu.be/tZ-
hqjG4kPI. On the one hand....good music! Space lesbians! (kinda maybe?) A story! Mostly fun gameplay/mechanics!

On the other hand...you can't slow down your ship like in Cave shmups and etc., the translation is kinda wonky, and, well....

So the game has this mechanic where you build up a bar by shooting enemies and when the bar is full you can shoot screen-
clearing beams that turn enemy shots into medals. The game is kinda built around this! The problem is that when I say 'the game
is built around this' i mean 'i hope you like the screen near-constantly being saturated with bullets in the later levels with no
rhyme or reason!' Even with a little wiggle room ('cos you have a shield) I went through like three continues in the last two
levels alone. :v

That said, it's still pretty neat, just.....y'know, maybe get it on sale if that last part sounds overwhelming.. Love the map.
Beautiful, creative...there do seem to be a few areas on the map near the Skull island that are more laggy that most other areas of
the map. We have our own server and have several survivors always fussing about lag in the southern area of the map and a
couple of them have quite nice video cards. Able to do any optimizations for video on that area? 4 out of 5 stars....IMO
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